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The rotational spectrum of iodine dioxide, OIO
Charles E. Millera)

Department of Chemistry, Haverford College, Haverford, Pennsylvania 19041-1392

Edward A. Cohenb)

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91109-8099
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The rotational spectrum of the OIO radical has been observed for the first time. Spectra of both the
ground and first two excited bending vibrational states have been analyzed. Rotational, centrifugal
distortion, fine, and hyperfine constants have been derived. These constants have been used to
determine the molecular structure, harmonic force field, and electron distribution. The OIO
molecular parameters are compared with those of OClO and OBrO. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1540107#

INTRODUCTION

Iodine oxides have been known for more than 100 years,
yet their chemical and physical properties remain poorly
characterized. For more than 70 years only IO, the prototypi-
cal iodine oxide, had been identified in the gas phase.1

Studier and Huston2 first reported the detection of gas
phase IO2 which they observed in the thermal decom-
position of I2O5 . Gilles, Polak and Lineberger3 obtained
negative ion photoelectron spectra of IO2

2 that they assigned
to OIO(2B1)←OIO2(1A1) transitions based on the vibra-
tional frequency arguments. However, it was not until the
work of Himmelmannet al.4 on the IO self-reaction that the
existence of gas phase OIO was widely acknowledged. Him-
melmannet al.4 observed a strong, structured vibronic spec-
trum spanning the 400–700 nm range and deduced that the
carrier was OIO based on similarities between the new spec-
trum and the electronic spectra of OClO5 and OBrO.6 Sub-
sequent studies have shown that OIO is the principal product
of the IO1BrO reaction,7 that OIO is remarkably stable with
respect to photodissociation in the visible,8 and that OIO
may serve as the starting point for the formation of iodine
aerosols in the marine boundary layer.9,10

Little additional spectroscopic or structural information
exists for OIO. Athertonet al.11 observed electron paramag-
netic resonance~EPR! spectra of OIO in KIO2F2 crystals,
determining theg factor as well as the hyperfine and127I
quadrupole coupling constants. Byberg12,13 observed OIO in
KClO4 crystals for normal and16OI17O and derived elec-
tronic charge and spin distributions that were very similar to
those found for OClO and OBrO.14 Maier and Bothur15 ob-
served infrared~IR! and electronic spectra of OIO isolated in
Ar and O2 matrices. Most recently, Misra and Marshall16

calculated an OIO structure at the MP25FC/6-3111G~3df!
level of theory.

This paper reports the rotational spectrum and structural
determination of OIO. The rotational spectrum of OClO has

been well studied17–20 and we have recently reported an
analysis of the OBrO spectrum.21 The OIO spectrum was
discovered while searching for rotational transitions of
highly excited vibrational levels of the IOX1

2P3/2 state.22

Subsequently, six-line hyperfine splitting patterns were ob-
served which had strong Zeeman effect. These were clear
indications of an iodine containing radical. It was assumed
that the radical was OIO and extensive searches were con-
ducted for more transitions. Eventually we assigned a suffi-
cient number of transitions to provide an extensive analysis
of the ground andn251 states. After the experiments were
completed, a smaller number of previously unassigned tran-
sitions were assigned for then252 state and some param-
eters were determined for that state as well. The following
sections describe the experimental procedures for generating
OIO, the assignment and analysis of the spectrum, and the
interpretation of the spectral parameters in terms of molecu-
lar properties. These results are compared to those of the
related molecules OClO and OBrO.

EXPERIMENT

The experimental procedures were initially identical to
those recently described by Miller and Cohen22 for the gen-
eration of IO. OIO was discovered during the measurement
of highly excited vibrational states of IO using an external
microwave discharge through O2 and passing the products
over solid I2 held in a 1833.532 cm deep boat within the
sample cell. The first feature observed which suggested the
presence of secondary products is shown in Fig. 1. It is
the strongNKaKc

,J,F5262,25,26.5,29←251,24,25.5,28 transi-
tion at the left of the scan. Two smaller features later identi-
fied as thev251, 88,1, 8.5,11←77,0, 7.5,10, and 88,1,8.5,10
←77,0,7.5,9 transitions lie within the IOv511 hyperfine
pattern. Possibly because of changing conditions due to de-
posits of iodine and its oxides on the cell walls, production
of OIO using an external oxygen discharge deteriorated se-
verely. OIO production was considerably enhanced by pass-
ing a DC discharge through O2 flowing over a container of I2

as described in Ref. 22. I2 was placed in a long necked glass
bulb at the bottom of a 1 m by 7.3 cmi.d. double pass ab-
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miller/miller.html
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sorption cell. O2 was passed through the cell at;25 l/s at
pressures of 10 Pa. A DC discharge of;35 ma at 1.3 kV was
passed through the mixture. The cathode was a thin strip of
7.6 cm wide stainless steel shim stock which conformed to
the inside diameter of the sample cell at one end while a
grounded metal bellows valve in the sidearm to the pump
served as the anode at the other end. A schematic view of the
inlet region of the cell is shown in Fig. 2. A suitably strong
feature for tuning the chemistry was chosen as the flow rate
was throttled back while keeping the total pressure nearly
constant until a maximum signal was attained. The exact
flow rate was then not known, but it was estimated at;4–6
l/s. The cell was maintained near room temperature by cir-
culating methanol through an outer jacket. The conditions
were difficult to maintain and reproduce due to copious solid
deposits on the walls, electrodes and windows. Nevertheless,
the strongest features were observable in survey scans with
S/N of '40 for dwell times of 200 ms/point and'100 kHz
steps. All spectra were recorded using tone burst frequency
modulation23 which produces a second derivative line shape.
In order to confirm that the initially observed features were
due to radical species, a constant magnetic field was applied
with a Zeeman coil wound around the sample cell. Later
assignments relied primarily on comparisons of observed po-
sitions and hyperfine patterns with predictions. Because of

the difficulty in maintaining constant experimental condi-
tions, extensive signal averaging was not done and many
measurements were taken directly from survey scans. Some
features which were measured in the discharge showed de-
viations from calculated positions of 200–300 kHz which
could be attributed to their very strong Stark effect. Such
transitions were not fitted. However, smaller Stark shifts may
have gone unnoticed. As a result, the uncertainties assigned
to even the best features were 70 kHz and no 2n2 features
were assigned uncertainties of better than 100 kHz. A few
weak features, some of which are from paramagnetic species,
remain unassigned. However, large deviations from thermal
population were not observed as they were for IO in the
same experiment, and highly excited OIO states were not
sufficiently populated to be assignable.

RESULTS

The spectrum and assignment

OIO is a prolate asymmetric rotor (k520.695 86) with
C2v symmetry about theb axis and a2B1 electronic ground
state. The oxygen spin statistics allow only rotational levels
with Ka1Kc odd in the ground and other totally symmetric
vibrational states. The rotational, electron spin, and nuclear
spin angular momenta are coupled in the following way:

N1S5J,

J1I 5F.

Therefore, each rotational level has fine structure doubling
due to the electron spin and further splitting into sextets by
the spin 5/2 iodine nucleus. In the frequency regions
searched, only theDF5DJ5DN transitions were expected
to be observable giving rise to doublets of sextets. Spectra
were predicted using fine and hyperfine constants from the
ESR work of Byberg.12,13 The rotational constants were ini-
tially calculated using structural parameters estimated from
those of related molecules. These calculations indicated that
theC rotational constant was about 5.2 GHz.N11←N tran-
sitions with a constant value ofN2Kc have characteristic
spacings of'2C for high N and Kc'N. These transitions
were also predicted to have fine structure doubling of less
that 200 MHz and hyperfine splittings of the order of several
MHz to several tens of MHz which were not strong functions
of N. Thus, it was expected that a survey of'11 GHz would
reveal at least one recurring pattern. Fortuitously, the transi-
tions withKc5N5J11/2 have all six strong hyperfine com-
ponents within 2 MHz. These are only partially resolved
from each other and give the appearance of a strong asym-
metric doublet with the stronger component at high fre-
quency. Because of the blended lines, these are by far the
strongest features in the spectrum. The first of these discov-
ered were the 401,4039.5,F←390,39, 38.5,F21 transitions
near 420.527 GHz. The recurring pattern was quickly con-
firmed by skipping to the frequency region of next lowerN
and conducting a short search. Further confirmation was then
obtained from the positions of previously unassigned fea-
tures contained in survey scans at other frequencies taken
during the recently reported IO study.22 A small region of the
OIO spectrum near 420.5 GHz is shown in Fig. 3 under

FIG. 1. The first feature~left! thought to indicate the presence of secondary
products in the synthesis of IO. The calculated IOv511 positions are
shown by the stick spectrum. OIO features are indicated by circles. The
baseline has been removed. See text for details.

FIG. 2. A schematic top view of the cathode region of the discharge cell.
The gases are pumped out at the opposite end of the cell through a sidearm
and metal bellows valve which serves as the grounded anode. The drawing
is approximately to scale with the bulb neck being 22.9 cm long. The cool-
ing jacket and Zeeman coil surrounding the cell are not shown.

2 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 10, 8 March 2003 C. E. Miller and E. A. Cohen
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nearly optimum conditions. Eventually it was possible to in-
clude in the fit a total of 621 ground-state features containing
703 transitions, 198v251 features containing 219 transi-
tions and 72v252 features containing 83 transitions. Sev-
eral additional features were well described by predictions
based on the analysis, but contained blends of different vi-
brational states and were not included in the fit.

Analysis

The OIO Hamiltonian can be written as

H5H rot1H fs1Hhfs,

whereH rot is a WatsonS reduction of the rotational Hamil-
tonian in theI r representation24 which contains up to octic
centrifugal distortion terms;H fs is a fine structure Hamil-
tonian describing the electron spin–rotation with up to sextic
distortion terms; andHhfs is a hyperfine structure Hamil-
tonian which includes spin–spin coupling with quartic dis-
tortion terms, and nuclear quadrupole and nuclear spin–
rotation coupling. The centrifugal distortion terms forH fs are
based on the work of Brown and Sears.25 All terms in the
Hamiltonian are defined in Ref. 21. Although the Hamil-
tonian is similar to the one used for OBrO,21 the smaller
number of less precisely measured spectral features do not
allow the determination of quite as many parameters as were
reported for OBrO. Nevertheless, the parameters for the OIO
ground andv251 states that are to be used to derive the
structure and other molecular properties are well determined.
The parameters required to fit the spectrum forH rot , H fs ,
and Hhfs, are listed in Tables I–III, respectively. An output
file containing correlation coefficients as well as a complete
list of fitted lines, estimated experimental uncertainties, and
calculated positions is available from the Electronic Physics
Auxiliary Publication Service~EPAPS! of the American In-
stitute of Physics.26 Also available are input files which can
be used with the programSPFIT27 to generate the calculation
reported here.

FIG. 3. A portion of the OIO spectrum near 420 525 MHz~top! and a
simulation using calculated line positions~bottom!. The relative strengths
are not reproduced due to power fluctuations of the millimeter wave source
and the presence of an electric discharge in the sample. The spectrum was
recorded using second harmonic detection. The baseline has been removed
from the observed spectrum by taking the second difference using'0.5
MHz between points.

TABLE I. OIO rotational parameters/MHz.

Parametera X000 X0102X000 X0201X00022X010

A 18 485.940 8~33! 274.876 8~125! 9.424~98!
B 7256.678 87~170! 22.494 5~72! 20.130~33!
C 5196.524 42~131! 210.003 28~98! 20.016 27~286!

DJ3103 6.508 17~123! 20.037 0~32!
DJN3103 253.328 2~58! 21.3573~227! 20.139~76!
DN3103 307.322 2~266! 23.994~93! 22.226~251!
d13103 22.748 81~79! 20.008 95~232!
d23103 20.112 748~132! 20.027 09~60!

HN3106 0.022 52~38! 0.000 55~42!
HNK3106 20.308 43~90! 20.022 6~88!
HKN3106 22.132 4~244! 20.046~42!
HK3106 16.747~128! 2.98~40!
h13109 9.99~43! 0.215~225!
h23109 0.139~63! 20.031~69!
h33109 1.079 5~68! 0.197~63!

LKKN3109 0.547~43!
LK3109 22.179~219!
l 131012 0.110~71!

aThe numbers in parentheses are;1s uncertainties in units of the last digit.

TABLE II. OIO fine structure parameters/MHz.

Parametera X000 X0102X000 X0201X00022X010

eaa 22545.472~71! 64.715~171! 8.52~243!
ebb 2620.0597~291! 6.507~116! 20.320~300!
ecc 197.8051~135! 1.7414~221! 0.101~68!
DN

S3103 21.8575~70!
DKN

S 3103 9.365~123! 0.972~264!
DNK

S 3103 0.023~91!
DK

S3103 249.12~42! 213.65~68!
d1

S3103 21.2421~36!
d2

S3103 20.24584~144!
HKKN

S 3106 20.821~215!
HK

S3106 4.88~77!

aThe numbers in parentheses are;1s uncertainties in units of the last digit.

TABLE III. OIO hyperfine parameters/MHz.

Parametera X000 X0102X000

aF 290.068~59! 0.321~141!
Taa 2487.117~208! 20.57~34!
Tbb 2564.153~128! 0.35~38!
Tcc 1051.270~140! 0.22~37!
Taa

K 3103 2.03~48!
Taa

J 3103 20.734~147!
T2

K 3103b 245.2~44!
xaa 2940.00~47! 22.68~164!
xbb 2109.84~45! 20.51~158!
xcc 1049.84~48! 3.19~175!
x2

K 3103b 282.4~173!
Caa3103 138.47~314!
Cbb3103 56.70~273!
Ccc3103 34.41~204!

aThe numbers in parentheses are;1s uncertainties in units of the last digit.
bT2

K 5Tbb
K 2Tcc

K , x2
K 5xbb

K 2xcc
K .
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DISCUSSION

Structural parameters

The OIO ground-state effective structure,r 0 can be cal-
culated from any two of the three moments of inertia or the
a andb planar moments. The latter is given in Table IV. The
uncertainties of the rotational constants are very small, how-
ever, the accuracy of ther 0 structural parameters is limited
by vibrational effects which lead to different values depend-
ing on the choice of moments. Thus, the uncertainty of each
of the r 0 parameters is approximately two units in the last
figure quoted. Table IV also compares ther 0 structure with
those of OClO and OBrO. For the latter two molecules, the
equilibrium structures give bond lengths of 0.5 pm shorter
and bond angles 0.1° smaller than ther 0 structures when the
planar moments are use for the calculation.21 Similar differ-
ences may be expected for OIO. Since considerably less data
exist for the determination of the harmonic force field than
were available for OBrO, the more rigorous determination of
r z and r e structures that was done for OBrO has not been
done for OIO. The trend toward smaller bond angle is appar-
ent in going from Cl to I as is shown in Table IV. Also shown
for comparison are the decreases of the equilibrium bond
lengths from those of theX1

2P3/2 states of the correspond-
ing monoxides. It can be seen that the shortening of the bond
is only slightly smaller for OIO and than for OBrO and that
both are significantly less than is found for OClO. This is to
be expected if thep bonding is less effective between atoms
of disparate size.Ab initio calculations of the structural pa-
rameters for OIO and IO by Misra and Marshall16 give 181.1
pm and 111.4° for the equilibrium bond length and angle in
OIO and 188.8 pm for the bond length in IO. The calculated
difference in bond length between IO and OIO is very close
to that observed, but both the bond length and OIO angle are
larger than the experimentally determined values by 1.1 pm
and'1.5°, respectively.

The centrifugal distortion constants are consistent with
those of OClO and OBrO. These can be used along with the
measured vibrational frequencies15 for n1 and n3 and the
inertial defects for the ground and excited bending state to
roughly determine the harmonic force field. In the fit with the
programNCA,29 the vibrational frequencies are weighted ten
times greater relative to their magnitude than are the cen-
trifugal distortion constants and inertial defects. Because the
bending mode frequency,n2 , is not well determined, with
values of 192~35! and 250 cm21 having been reported,3,4 it is
not included in the determination of the harmonic force field.
The force constants and the observed and calculated molecu-

lar constants are shown in Table V. For comparison, the re-
sults of a calculation done for OBrO utilizing only data and
weighting corresponding to those used for OIO are also
shown. The value calculated for the bending frequency of
OBrO as well as the values for the diagonal force constants
are not significantly different from those derived from the
more extensive data used in Ref. 21. The calculated values of
f rr and f ra for OBrO change from25.0 and26.1 Nm21 in
Ref. 21 to 0.4 and26.8 Nm21 for the more limited data set
used here. Thus even with the smaller data set it is apparent
that changes in the constantsf r and f a on replacing Br with
I are much less than those when Cl is replaced by Br. This is
consistent with the observation that the O–X bond length
changes are relatively less for both the Br and I on going
from the monoxide to the dioxide and that double bond for-
mation is less effective in both heavier dioxides.

The harmonic force field calculation predicts then2 fre-
quency to be 263 cm21, which is only 13 cm21 higher than
the estimate of Himmelmannet al.4 The corresponding cal-
culation of for OBrO gives a result that is'4 cm21 lower
than the observed frequency. This is not necessarily predic-
tive of the difference between the OIO calculated and actual
n2 . However, the present result certainly favors the estimate
of '250 cm21 from the study of the ultraviolet~UV!
spectrum4 over the much lower value obtained from photo-
electron detachment. Moreover, Hullah and Brown30 recently

TABLE IV. Halogen dioxide structures.

Parametera

O35ClO O79BrO OIO

r 0 r e dr e r 0 r e dr e r 0 r e dr e

r /pm 147.5 147.0 9.9 164.9 164.4 7.3 180.5 ~180.0! 6.8
a/deg 117.5 117.4 114.4 114.3 109.9 ~109.8!

aThe r 0’s are calculated from the planar moments. Ther e’s are experimental for OClO~Ref. 20!, calculated
from ther z and the Kuchitsu~Ref. 28! relationship for OBrO~Ref. 21!, and estimated for OIO. Thedr e’s are
the decreases in bond lengths from theX1

2P3/2 states of the corresponding monoxides.

TABLE V. Comparison of harmonic force field calculations for OIO and
OBrO using similar data sets and weighting.

Parameter

OIO O79BrO

Obs. Calc. Obs. Calc.

v1 /cm21 768.0a 768.1 811.6 812.0
v2 /cm21b 250.0c 263.0 320.0 315.9
v3 /cm21 800.3a 800.3 865.6 865.3
DJ/kHz 6.508 6.667 7.135 7.169
DJK /kHz 253.32 253.29 270.69 270.70
DK/kHz 307.3 296.2 714.4 694.7
d1/kHz 22.749 22.799 22.638 22.647
d2/kHz 20.1127 20.1051 20.1568 20.1395
D000/amuÅ2 0.2717 0.2736 0.2278 0.2297
D010/amuÅ2 0.8359 0.8340 0.7032 0.7025
f r /Nm21 511.9 548.9
f a /Nm21 93.3 102.4
f rr /Nm21 24.5 0.4
f ra /Nm21 215.6 26.8

aFrom Ref. 15.
bNot included in the fit for either molecule.
cFrom Ref. 4.

4 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 10, 8 March 2003 C. E. Miller and E. A. Cohen
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studied the TeO2 electronic spectrum and foundn25282
cm21. The value ofn2 in OBrO is 45 cm21 less than in
SeO2, and this may be taken as an upper limit for the differ-
ence between then2 values of OIO and TeO2. Thus, the
features attributed ton2 hot bands in the OIO UV spectrum
reported by Himmelmannet al.4 are probably correctly as-
signed.

Electron spin–rotation coupling constants

Table II shows the electron spin–rotation constants, their
centrifugal distortion constants, and their dependence on the
n2 excitation. In Table VI the normalized spin–rotation con-
stants,L i i

e 5e i i /Bi , are compared with those of OBrO and
OClO as well as theg values,gii8 5gii 2ge determined by
ESR spectroscopy of matrix isolated molecules. The relation-
ship proposed by Curl31 between the normalized electron
spin–rotation constants and the electronicg values obtained
from ESR experiments

2L i i
e /25gii 2ge ,

where ge is the free electron,g factor predicts the trends
observed for theg values in matrix isolated samples.12,32

Possible structural perturbations in the matrix prevent de-
tailed interpretation of the differences between observed and
calculated values for the heavier halogen dioxides.

The normalized spin–rotation constants increase from
OClO to OIO, but the increase from OBrO to OIO is neither
as large nor as uniform as would be estimated from the in-
crease from OClO to OBrO. In the latter case, bothLaa

e and
Lbb

e increase by an amount which is very close to the spin–
density weighted average of the atomic spin–orbit coupling
constants and by a slightly larger factor than for the ratio of
spin–orbit coupling constants in the monoxides. For OIO the
corresponding estimated change would be more than an ad-

ditional factor of 2 increase compared to OBrO as is seen in
the spin–orbit coupling of IO.3 However,Laa

e increases by
an additional factor of only 1.64 andLbb

e by a factor of only
1.24. Since the excitation energies are smaller for OIO than
for the lighter dioxides, this is an indication that the matrix
elements connecting the ground state with the perturbing
states are smaller than would be estimated by considering
only p orbital spin–orbit couplings. The increase in magni-
tude ofLcc

e is very large and may indicate increased partici-
pation ofd orbitals in the excited states that contribute to the
electron spin–rotation constants or contributions from states
requiring excitation of more than one electron. Curl33 has
discussed this topic for the case of OClO.

A complete set of quartic and some sextic spin–rotation
distortion terms are required to fit the ground rotational state
spectrum. The trends observed for OBrO and OClO are con-
tinued for OIO in the sense that trends to more positive or
more negative values are maintained for the quartic con-
stants. The values are actually quite different among the
three molecules and are compared in Table VII. Less data are
available for the excited bending states than for the lighter
dioxides and only two independent quartic distortion terms
could be determined for then2 state.

The changes in spin–rotation constant with bending
mode excitation follow the trend shown in OClO and OBrO.
This is shown in Table VIII where the changes with excita-
tion of L i i

e , Bi , ande i i divided by their ground state values
are given. The values ofueaau decrease by a relatively greater
amount for the heavier halogens whereas the change inuebbu
starts as positive for OClO, becomes negative for OBrO and
more strongly negative for OIO. Althoughueccu is more than
a factor of 10 larger for OBrO than it is for OClO and in-
creases by almost another factor of 4 for OIO the relative

TABLE VI. Normalized electron spin–rotation coupling constants, electronicg values, and ratios ofL i i
e for

OXO.

i

OIO O79BrO O35ClO I–Br Br–Cl

2L i i
e /2a

gii8
a 2L i i

e /2 gii8 2L i i
e /2 gii8 L i i

e L i i
e

a 0.0688 0.0881 0.0420 0.0512 0.0133 0.0133 1.6404 3.1486
b 0.0427 0.0279 0.0344 0.0302 0.0109 0.0109 1.2438 3.1513
c 20.0190 20.0324 20.0041 20.0620 20.0003 20.0003 4.6032 15.17

aGas phase;L i i
e5e i i /Bi . Matrix ESR;gii8 5gii 2ge .

TABLE VII. Comparison of the OXO electron spin–rotation constants and quartic distortion terms/MHz.

Parameter OIO O79BrO O35ClO

eaa 22545.472~71! 22352.2192~157! 21388.2793~126!
ebb 2620.0597~291! 2565.6644~56! 2216.9293~58!
ecc 197.8051~135! 52.5741~60! 4.6022~54!
DN

S3103 21.8575~70! 20.372 46~269! 20.1228~58!
DNK

S 3103 0.023~91! 20.6245~275! 21.529~115!
DKN

S 3103 9.365~123! 20.305~34! 23.454~140!
DK

S3103 249.12~42! 217.205~191! 20.683~151!
d1

S3103 21.2421~36! 20.343 27~204! 20.093 66~67!
d2

S3103 20.245 84~144! 20.115 08~108! 20.022 88~37!
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changes with excitation actually decrease slightly for the
heavier molecules.

Spin–spin coupling constants

The spin–spin coupling constants for both the ground
andn2 states have been determined as have some centrifugal
distortion constants common to both states. The available
2n2 data have been adequately fit by assuming linear
changes with excitation of the bending mode for all of the
hyperfine constants shown in Table III. The anisotropic or
dipolar coupling tensor,T, and scalar or Fermi contact term,
aF , are well determined and consistent with the trends ob-
served for OClO and OBrO. The signs and magnitudes of the
centrifugal and vibrational terms are also consistent with
those of OBrO and OClO, but are less precisely determined
than the OBrO constants. Of interest is the negativeaF value
of 290.07(6) MHz which can be compared to the
295.8(3.8) MHz Fermi contact term of IO.22 Byberg12,13

obtained a similar result in his study of the OIO ESR spec-
trum and pointed out that a negative value of about this
magnitude is predicted from the calculated relativistic atomic
value for an iodine 5p electron34 and the spin density on the
iodine. For a spin density of;0.5 on the I atom, one predicts
aF'2115 MHz. The contact term for a single 5s electron in
atomic iodine is 46.6 GHz.35 Therefore, as was also found
for OClO and OBrO, there must be almost no halogens
character in the orbital containing the unpaired electron.

The dipolar coupling tensor is very nearly axially sym-
metric about an axis parallel to thec principal axis of the
molecule. The components of the tensor are given by

Txx5gegNmemN^~3 cos2 ux21!/r 3&S ,

where x is one of the principal axes of the molecule and
cosux is the direction cosine of the vector from the nuclear
spin to the electron spin. It is usually assumed that the spin
density at the halogen in the OXO molecules is primarily due
to a p electron in an orbital perpendicular to the molecular
plane with the atomic angular distribution given by
^3 cos2 ux21&50.8,20.4,20.4 for x5c,a,b, respectively.
For the present case,Taa is slightly less negative thanTbb so
that ^cos2 ua&.^cos2 ub&. For OClO, OBrO, and OIO the
asymmetry parameter

hT5~Taa2Tbb!/Tcc ,

has values of 0.033 82, 0.044 65, 0.073 28, respectively. A
similar trend toward increasing asymmetry is seen in the se-
ries NH2, PH2, and AsH2

36–39 although in the case of the
group V dihydrides the unpaired electron is in app bonding
orbital with the spin density almost entirely on the central

atom. In the halogen dioxides the unpaired electron is in an
antibonding orbital with about half the spin density on the
central atom. This slight axial asymmetry of the dipolar cou-
pling tensor may be thought of as a contribution from a small
amount of in-plane electron spin density due to mixing of the
X 2B1 state with excited electronic states ofA1 andB2 sym-
metry, primarily by off-diagonal elements of the spin–orbit
coupling. Peterson40 has recently performedab initio calcu-
lations for OClO and OBrO. Using the same level of theory
described in Ref. 40, he has calculated small~1%! in-plane
spin densities for both OClO and OBrO oriented oppositely
to that in thepc orbital with most of the in-plane spin density
along the symmetry axis.41 While such small calculated val-
ues are to be treated cautiously, they are the magnitude and
sign indicated by the observed asymmetry of the dipolar cou-
pling tensor.

As mentioned in the discussion of the spin–rotation con-
stants, thee i i ’s of OIO do not closely follow the trend ex-
pected for similar halogen spin densities for the three diox-
ides. However, thee i i ’s are described primarily by the
interaction of the ground state with various excited electronic
states whereas the spin–spin interactions as well as the quad-
rupole coupling constants discussed below are primarily de-
scribed by the ground-state wave function.

For the halogen monoxides, the spin density can be de-
rived directly from the Frosch–Foley42 constants

d1c/35rS~XO!gegNmemN^r 23&S~atom!,

where theS subscript refers to the appropriate expecta-
tion value for the radial distribution of the electron spin. For
the dioxides the angular dependence cannot be removed. If
one ignores the small amount of in-plane spin density, the
approximate spin density for app orbital may be derived
from a similar expression with 5Tcc/4 replacingd1c/3 on
the left-hand-side of the above equation. Thus, one obtains

rS~OXO!/rS~XO!'~5Tcc/4!/~d1c/3!.

This ratio equals 1.42, 1.38, and 1.33 for the Cl,20,43 Br,21,44

and I22 compounds, respectively. This shows that the shift in
spin density to the more electropositive element is less pro-
nounced in the dioxides than in the monoxides.

A single electron in the valencepc orbital would result
in Tcc values of 2068.3, 1569.3, and 295.4 MHz for I,79Br,
and35Cl, respectively. TheTcc’s are determined by using the
relativistic values calculated by Pyykko¨ and Wiesenfeld35 to
obtain the^r 23&S’s for the atoms. The hyperfine integrals
from Table A2 of Ref. 35 are related to ther 11 , r 12 , and
r 22 terms from Ref. 34:V(1)52r 22 , V(1,22)5r 12/2
and V(22)52r 11 . The atomic iodine radial expectation

TABLE VIII. Changes of the normalized electron spin–rotation constants, rotational constants, and electron
spin–rotation constants for OXO with excitation ofn2 . The tabulated quantities are 100(X0102X000)/X000.

OIO O79BrO O35ClO

i L i i
e Bi e i i L i i

e Bi e i i L i i
e Bi e i i

a 23.97 1.49 22.54 23.63 1.76 21.94 22.79 1.92 20.92
b 21.01 20.03 21.05 20.18 20.06 20.24 0.27 20.09 0.18
c 1.07 20.19 0.88 1.19 20.25 0.94 1.31 20.29 1.02
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values are then determined from the relationships^r 23&L

5(4r 1114r 221r 12)/9 and ^r 23&S5(28r 11140r 22

25r 12)/27. Where theL and S subscripts refer to orbital
and spin distributions. The numerical results require a factor
of a0

23a21 to convert them into SI units. These values ofTcc

lead to halogen spin densities of 0.508, 0.498, and 0.544 for
OIO, OBrO, and OClO respectively. The experimental mag-
netic constants for35Cl atom reported by Usluet al.45 would
give aTcc of 330.7 MHz and result in a Cl spin density of
0.486 for OClO.

Note that the effect of the positive charge on the halogen
has not been considered when using the atomic value of
^r 23&S for either the monoxides or the dioxides. In fact, the
halogens are positively charged in both compounds and it
may be more appropriate to apply a correction factor to ac-
count for the nucleus being less shielded from the valence
electrons. For all the halogen nuclei a factor of 110.15ne is
used for quadrupole coupling,46 wherene is the charge on the
atom. If we assume that this is primarily due to a change in
^r 23&T for all the electrons, then a similar factor may be
applicable to^r 23&S . In that case the spin density on the
halogens would be less than that given above, or about 0.4
for all three dioxides. The details of the calculation which
takes charge into consideration are discussed in the section
on quadrupole coupling.

Recent studies of the halogen monoxides have shown
that the angular distribution of the electron about the halogen
atom in those molecules changes from slightly elongated to
slightly compressed with respect to the atomicp orbital as
the atomic number increases.22 For the dioxides it is apparent
from the slight asymmetry of the coupling tensor about thec
axis that there is at least some difference in the angular dis-
tribution of the spin density about the halogen from that of a
purepc-orbital and that the difference increases with atomic
number. The uncertainty regarding the angular distribution of
the spin density as well as the uncertainty of the theoretical
radial functions limit the accuracy of the spin density derived
from the spin–spin coupling tensor. Should the angular dis-
tribution of the electron change in a manner similar to that
observed for the monoxides, then the spin density of I would
be greater, and that of Cl less than that given by the calcu-
lation described in the preceding paragraph. However, By-
berg’s ESR study13 of 17O enriched OIO and OClO showed
little change in spin density at the oxygen. That result was
consistent with his earlier studies of the16O compounds12

which showed similar spin densities at the halogens in each
of the dioxides. This suggests that the angular distribution of
the electron spin about the halogen is quite well described by
that of an atomicp-electron and is about the same for all
three OXO dioxides. The fact that the effect of the double
bond on bond length and strength is much less in OBrO and
OIO than it is in OClO may not be an important consider-
ation, since the electron distribution closest to the coupling
nucleus is most significant in the determination of the dipolar
coupling tensor.

Nuclear quadrupole coupling constants

The quadrupole coupling constants are consistent with
those of OBrO and OClO. These may be interpreted in terms

of the in-planep electron population if the out of plane popu-
lation is fixed to that derived from the spin–spin coupling
tensor. Because thep and p* orbitals are orthogonal, the
total pp electron density at the I atom is given by 22rc

s

whererc
s is the spin density determined fromTcc . One then

obtains the total in-planep electron density at the I atom
from

ra
t 1rb

t 52~22rc
s2xcc /eQq510

eff !.

Therx
t are the total electron densities in thepa andpb orbit-

als. The individual densities may be determined from

ra
t 2rb

t 52~xaa2xbb!/~3eQq510
eff !.

The effective atomic quadrupole coupling constants are cor-
rected for the positive charge on the halogen which requires
information on the participation ofs and d orbitals in the
bonds. Peterson41 has found little contribution fromd orbit-
als in both OClO and OBrO and the same will be assumed
true for OIO. If one describes the in-plane orbitals in terms
of the usualspn hybridization, then

c15~122as
2!1/2cs121/2ascpb ,

c25ascs2~1/22as
2!1/2cpb1221/2cpa ,

c35ascs2~1/22as
2!1/2cpb2221/2cpa ,

where as
25cosa/(cosa21) and a5/OXO.47 Since the

electron density in each of the two orbitals in the oxygen
directions must equalra , one has

r l5~rb2ra~122as
2!!/2as

2,

rs5~122as
2!r l12as

2ra ,

ne572~ra1rb1rc1rs!,

wherer l is the population of the lone pair orbital described
by c1 andrs is the totals orbital population. These equations
may be solved forr l , rs , andne with as fixed by the bond
angle or foras and the remaining parameters withr l fixed.
Sincera , rb , andrc depend onne due to the multiplicative
factor of 110.15ne applied to the atomic quadrupole and
magnetic coupling constants, the equations must be solved
iteratively.

If one usesa ’s fixed to the values obtained from ther 0

structures,eQqn10
eff corrected for relativistic effects as dis-

cussed by Pyykko¨ and Seth,48 andrc
s determined fromTcc ,

then one obtains thep orbital electron populations given in
Table IX. For I, 79Br, and 35Cl, the respective relativistic
correction factors and resultant values ofeQqn10

eff for the neu-
tral atoms are 1.0912, 1.0356, and 1.0075 giving 2501.83,
2797.18, and 110.568 MHz. For OClO the calculation was
done with both atomicTcc values mentioned in the preceding
section. This calculation gives similar in-planep electron
densities for all of the halogens and does not show the ex-
pected trend to lower electron density on the more electro-
positive element. If the amount ofs character in the halogen
s bonding orbitals were determined solely by the OXO
angle, then it would be necessary to remove about 0.5 elec-
tron from the ‘‘lone pair’’ orbital for all of the halogens in
order to reproduce the observed quadrupole couplings. With
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the lone pair orbital on the halogen fully occupied, Table IX
shows that the required values ofas

2 and the corresponding
bond angles are considerably less than those determined
from the positions of the nuclei. The calculated angles de-
crease as do the experimental angles, but all are much
smaller. The orbital populations given in Table IX show that
the main difference in the two calculations is that the latter
keeps the lone pair in an orbital that is largelys character.
The seemingly anomalous result that the I atom is less posi-
tive than Br or Cl is common to both calculations and may
indicate a more important role ford orbitals in I or that the
simple model used here is not capable of showing subtle
trends. It is clear, however, that there is little change in the
valence electron distribution closest to the central atom in
spite of significant changes in bond angle. Although the ex-
perimentally determined and theoretically calculated values
of Tcc for Cl atom produce somewhat different derived elec-
tron distributions, these differences do not affect the above
conclusions.

It is interesting that theab initio calculations of
Peterson40,41at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory give
about 13%s character for the halogens bonding orbitals on
OClO and OBrO with littled character. This may be com-
pared with the 14.3% or 15.1% OClO and 12.6% OBrOs
character shown in Table IX. Thus, both theory and the quad-
rupole coupling constants indicate considerably lesss char-
acter than the bond angle would indicate. Peterson’s calcula-
tions also show that for OClO and OBrO the electron
distributions at the halogens are almost the same. Experiment
supports this and extends the similarity to OIO. In addition to
the Peterson calculations there have recently beenab initio
calculations for OClO which have yielded hyperfine
constants49 in good agreement with experiment. The hyper-
fine constants reported in this study should be useful in test-
ing the quality of such calculations for OIO.

Nuclear spin–rotation constants

The nuclear spin–rotation coupling constants have been
well determined for OIO and are compared with those of
OBrO and OClO in Table X along with the normalized con-
stants given by

L i i
n 5Cii /~Bign^r

23& l !,

where gn is the nuclearg factor. The trend toward larger
values ofL i i

n is as expected for molecules with lower lying
excited electronic states. UnlikeLe, Ln is nearly isotropic
for all three halogen dioxides. It is interesting that the halo-
gen monoxides all have normalized nuclear spin–rotation
coupling constants very close to those of the OXO dioxides.
These are 5.5, 4.3, and 3.5310238 m3 for IO, BrO, and ClO,
respectively.

CONCLUSION

This investigation of the rotational spectrum of OIO has
completed the series of studies of the known OXO halogen
dioxides. An extensive set of molecular parameters has been
determined which can provide accurate predictions of the
rotational spectra of the ground and first excited bending
state and will be helpful in the analysis of any rotationally
resolved OIO spectra. It has been possible to elucidate trends
in structure and harmonic force field for the Cl, Br, I series.
The force field calculation has provided confirmation for the
determination of the bending frequency from the optical
spectrum and has shown that there is relatively less differ-
ence in bond strength between the IO and BrO bonds than
between the BrO and ClO bonds. The values ofLaa

e andLbb
e

are somewhat smaller than expected based on the estimated
spin–orbit coupling for the molecule and the corresponding
values for OClO and OBrO. The hyperfine parameters are in
good agreement with ESR results12,13 indicating only minor
matrix effects in the earlier study. Both the magnetic and

TABLE IX. Orbital populations and related parameters derived from the hyperfine constants.

Fixed hybridizationa Full lone pairb

OIO OBrO OClO OClOc OIO OBrO OClO OClOc

ra 1.161 1.112 1.086 1.117 1.120 1.067 1.041 1.077
rb 1.339 1.335 1.348 1.383 1.307 1.302 1.316 1.355
rc 1.589 1.602 1.569 1.609 1.569 1.582 1.548 1.591
rc

s 0.411 0.398 0.431 0.391 0.431 0.418 0.452 0.409
rs 1.333 1.271 1.238 1.272 1.812 1.766 1.725 1.721
r l 1.513 1.494 1.500 1.538 2.000 2.000 2.000 2.000
as

2 0.254 0.292 0.316 0.316 0.106 0.126 0.143 0.151
a 109.9 114.4 117.5 117.5 96.8 98.3 99.6 100.2
ne 1.577 1.681 1.759 1.619 1.192 1.283 1.256 1.369

aThe s character given byas
2 is determined by ther 0 bond anglea shown here in degrees.

bThe lone pair orbital population,r l , is fixed at 2. Thes character and resultant angle are calculated.
cCalculated usingTcc for a single electron derived from the atomic constants determined by Usluet al. ~Ref.
45!.

TABLE X. Nuclear spin–rotation coupling constants, for OIO, OBrO, and
OClO.

OIO OBrO OClO

i Cii /kHz L i i
n a Cii /kHz L i i

n a Cii /kHz L i i
n a

a 138.5~31! 5.4~1! 160.1~27! 4.7~1! 45.5~33! 3.5~3!
b 56.7~27! 5.7~4! 41.6~17! 4.2~2! 8.8~10! 3.5~4!
c 34.4~20! 4.8~3! 31.7~18! 4.1~2! 7.9~9! 3.8~4!

aL i i
n5Cii /(Bign^r

23& l)31038/m3.
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quadrupole coupling constants indicate little change in elec-
tron distribution at the halogen for the entire series. The hy-
perfine constants also indicate that there is little difference in
the amount ofs orbital character in thes bonds and that the
s character is less than is indicated by the bond angles. It is
hoped that the accurate parameters provided by this work
will be of use in judging the quality of futureab initio cal-
culations.
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